Abstract. Most work on constraint satisfaction problems (CSP) starts with a standard problem definition and focuses on algorithms for finding solutions. However, formulating a CSP so that it can be solved by such methods is often a difficult problem in itself. In this paper, we consider the problem of routing in networks, an important problem in communication networks. It is as an example of a problem where a CSP formulation would lead to unmanageable solution complexity. We show how an abstraction technique results in tractable formulations and makes the machinery of CSP applicable to this problem.
Introduction
Communication networks are expected to offer a wide range of services to an increasingly large number of users, with a diverse range of quality of service. This calls for efficient control and management of these networks. In this paper, we address the problem of quality-of-service routing. Shortest path routing is the traditional technique applied to this problem. However, this can lead to poor network utilization and even congestion, especially in highly loaded networks. From the routing point of view, the key resource to manage in networks is bandwidth. Therefore, in order to make better use of available network resources, there is a need for planning the bandwidth allocation to communication demands, in order to set up routing tables (or any other route selection criterion) more purposefully. This can be achieved by the use of global information, including not only the available link capacities but also the expected traffic profile. This traffic profile may be given, as when setting up virtual private networks in an ATM backbone of a provider, or estimated by objective traffic measurements (which almost every network operator carries out).
A communication network is composed of nodes interconnected with communication links. We model it as a connected network graph G = (N , L) an undirected multi-graph without loops, i.e., edges whose endpoints are the same vertex, see Fig. 1 (d) . The set of nodes N are processing units, switches, routers, etc., and the links L correspond to bidirectional communication media, such as optical fibers. Each link l is characterized by its bandwidth capacity, the (currently) available bandwidth. In Fig. 1 .d, the weights on the links denote their available bandwidth. Our network must fulfill communication needs between pairs of nodes, or demands. A demand d u is defined by a triple:
where x u and y u are distinct nodes of the network graph G and define the nodes between which communication is required to take place: the demand's endpoints. Parameter β u describes the demand's bandwidth requirement. A network G satisfies a set of demands by allocating a connection for each demand. A connection is a simple path in the network graph that satisfies the bandwidth requirement.
We define the problem of resource allocation in networks (RAIN) as follows:
Given a network composed of nodes and links, each link with a given resource capacity, and a set of demands to allocate, Find one route for each demand so that the bandwidth requirements of the demands are simultaneously satisfied within the resource capacities of the links.
It is important to note that because of technological limitations (for ATM typically) and/or performance reasons, it is impossible to divide demands among multiple routes. However, there may be several demands between same endpoints. With this restriction, the RAIN problem is NP-hard in the number of demands. When demands are subject to multiple additive or multiplicative quality of service (QoS) criteria (such as delay and loss probability), then Wang and Crowcroft [1] have shown that the allocation of every single demand is NPcomplete by itself. This creates a new situation for the networking community, as traditional routing algorithms such as shortest paths do not perform very well on this problem.
Constraint satisfaction [2] is a technique which has been shown to work well for solving certain NP-hard problems. Indeed, the RAIN problem is easily formulated as a CSP in the following way: variables are demands, the domain of each variable is the set of all routes between the endpoints of the demand, and constraints on each link must ensure that the resource capacity is not exceeded by the demands routed through it. A solution is a set of routes, one for each demand, respecting the capacities of the links.
However, this formulation presents severe complexity problems. It is too expensive to compute the domains of the variables, i.e., all the routes that join the endpoints of each demand. Suppose the network is simple but complete (note that this is not even the worst case, since a communication network is a multigraph: it allows multiple links between same endpoints) with n nodes. A route is a simple path, its length in number of links is therefore bounded by n − 1. Since a route of length j has j − 1 intermediate (and distinct) nodes, the number of routes of length j is (n − 2)!/(n − j − 1)!. The total number of routes between two nodes is therefore equal to n−1 i=1 (n − 2)!/(n − i − 1)!. Storing all routes between a pair of nodes would require exponential space. For instance, in a complete graph with 10 nodes, there are 69'281 routes between any pair of nodes. Since methods such as forward checking or dynamic variable ordering
